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Wage Price Index
Still Soggier than a Wet Weet-Bix
•

Wages growth picked up in the March quarter. A little. But that is coming off a record low in the
December quarter. There is still a lot of spare capacity in the labour market and so wages
growth is still soggier than a wet weet-bix.

•

Wages grew 0.6% in the March quarter to take annual growth to 1.5%, up from 1.4% in the
previous quarter. In quarterly terms, private sector wages picked up 0.6% while public sector
wages grew 0.4%. In year-ended terms, public sector wages growth slowed to 1.5%, a new
record low. Private sector wages grew 1.4% over the year.

•

The strongest growth in the quarter was in accommodation and food services (1.2%). The main
driver of the rise was increases for award jobs as a result of the Fair Work Commission Annual
Wage Review.

•

There have been reports of labour shortages in pockets of the economy, particularly for low-skill
sectors, like hospitality, which rely on foreign workers. Inertia in wage-setting practices mean it
could be slow for such pressures to flow through to the data.

•

Tasmania recorded the strongest quarterly growth (0.8%) amongst the states and territories,
followed by Victoria (0.6%).

•

The Reserve Bank has suggested we need to see wages growth at or above 3% to get inflation
sustainably back into the central bank’s target band. We are still a long way from this. For now,
a material pick up in wages growth still looks to be some way off.
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Wages
Wages growth picked up in the March quarter. A little. But that isn’t saying a lot because it is
coming off a record low in the December quarter.
Wages grew 0.6% in the March quarter to take annual growth to 1.5%, up from 1.4% in the
previous quarter, in line with our forecasts.
While jobs have bounced back much faster than economists and policymakers expected, there is
still a lot of spare capacity in the labour market. And so wages growth is still soggier than a wet
Weet-Bix.
In quarterly terms, private sector wages picked up 0.6% while public sector wages grew 0.4%. In
year-ended terms, public sector wages growth slowed to 1.5%, a new record low. Private sector
wages grew 1.4% over the year.
By Industry
There was wages growth across all sectors. The strongest growth in the quarter was in
accommodation and food services (1.2%). The main driver of the rise was increases for award jobs
as a result of the Fair Work Commission Annual Wage Review 2019-20.
There have been reports of labour shortages in pockets of the economy, particularly for low skill
sectors, like hospitality, which rely on foreign workers. Inertia in wage-setting practices mean it
could be slow for such pressures flow through to the data. Regardless, so far there isn’t evidence
of a sizeable pick up in the wages data.
On an annual basis, wages grew the fastest in education and training (2.2%). Over the past year,
growth has been weakest in the arts and recreation sector (0.8%). Border closures, lockdowns and
capacity restrictions have all weighed on this sector.
By State
Tasmania recorded the strongest quarterly growth (0.8%) amongst the states and territories,
followed by Victoria (0.6%), according to ordinary hourly rates of pay excluding bonuses.
In year-ended terms, wages growth is strongest in Tasmania (2.0%) and the Northern Territory
(1.9%). Annual growth is weakest in the ACT (1.2%) alongside low public sector wage growth
influenced by wage deferrals and limiting wage increases.
Outlook
The outlook for wages is still lacklustre. We expect wages growth will increase over the next
couple of years as the labour market tightens, although growth will remain low by historical
standards. The Reserve Bank (RBA) has suggested we need to see wages growth at or above 3% to
get inflation sustainably back into the central bank’s target band. We are still a long way from this.
There is debate about exactly how far the unemployment rate will need to fall to generate a
significant pick up in wages. The RBA estimates the unemployment rate will need to fall to the
‘high 3s or low 4s’ while Treasury estimates it is around 4.5–5.0%. In March, the unemployment
rate printed at 5.6%. We will receive April data tomorrow.
For now, a material pick up in wages growth still looks to be some way off.
Matthew Bunny, Economist
Ph: 02-8254-0023
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The Detail
The information contained in this report (“the Information”) is provided for, and is only to be used by, persons in Australia. The information
may not comply with the laws of another jurisdiction. The Information is general in nature and does not take into account the particular
investment objectives or financial situation of any potential reader. It does not constitute, and should not be relied on as, financial or
investment advice or recommendations (expressed or implied) and is not an invitation to take up securities or other financial products or
services. No decision should be made on the basis of the Information without first seeking expert financial advice. For persons with whom
Bank of Melbourne has a contract to supply Information, the supply of the Information is made under that contract and Bank of Melbourne’s
agreed terms of supply apply. Bank of Melbourne does not represent or guarantee that the Information is accurate or free from errors or
omissions and Bank of Melbourne disclaims any duty of care in relation to the Information and liability for any reliance on investment
decisions made using the Information. The Information is subject to change. Terms, conditions and any fees apply to Bank of Melbourne
products and details are available. Bank of Melbourne or its officers, agents or employees (including persons involved in preparation of the
Information) may have financial interests in the markets discussed in the Information. Bank of Melbourne owns copyright in the information
unless otherwise indicated. The Information should not be reproduced, distributed, linked or transmitted without the written consent of
Bank of Melbourne.

Any unauthorised use or dissemination is prohibited. Neither Bank of Melbourne- A Division of Westpac Banking Corporation ABN 33 007
457 141 AFSL 233714 ACL 233714, nor any of Westpac’s subsidiaries or affiliates shall be liable for the message if altered, changed or
falsified.
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